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How to spot a good Off shoring partner?

The number one thing we
see in India is talent.
Tim Cook, CEO, Apple Inc [1]
India’s immense talent in software engineering is
recognized all over the world with many MNCs
setting up their development centers in different
states. The talent wars get fiercer as every
company wants to attract the best talent to realise
their vision for the products.
Over the years, India has evolved as a preferred
destination for setting up distributed team that
work closely with their counterparts in different
parts of the world. And, definitely it’s not about
low-cost labour anymore!
It’s absolutely remarkable how Indian IT companies
has grown from implementing low-end coding
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projects to designing and developing products
and solutions that address many business needs.
Our engineering talent has excelled in most
technical domain with right competencies to take
up new challenges in the industry.
While other countries are facing tremendous talent
crunch, India is fast-emerging as not just a supplier
of talent but a competent partner to design,
develop and deliver solutions in many industry
verticals. But not every firm that satisfies a technical
expertise requirement makes a good collaborator.
Here are three major points to consider before
choosing an offshore product development
partner.
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The Offshore team’s competencies in
design, development, and delivery of
Software Products.
These days many products developing companies
in the west are seeking to establish a small,
dedicated team with low attrition in India. However,
these teams do not give the makers any advantage
unless they follow Agile and DevOps
methodologies to build the software products. The
products may be app extensions, new platforms, or
a modernized version of legacy products. The
products may also be a digitalizing solution
tailor-made for a domain. Whatever the product is,
following Agile methodology while building it
aligns it better with market requirements and
hence is profitable. By design, the methodology
makes the products future-ready and less risky
even in highly competitive markets.
Many used to believe that Agile practices cannot
be followed in distributed teams till the pandemic
forced everyone, Agile or not, to work remotely.
Now it is proven beyond doubt that coMakeIT was

right all along even if the Agile manifesto was not
agile enough to accommodate distributed
development.
Building products, however, is more than following
good coding practices and development
methodologies. The vision should be long and far
enough to consider and estimate (atleast
approximately) a product’s growth chart. The
senior management and tech-experts in the
offshore company should study the vision of the
customers and the domain before planning the
product implementation. This knowledge of the
bigger picture translates into small but lovely
functionalities that add charm to the products they
craft and is essential to make customers or end
users more than happy. As a painting gains depth
with each layer of paint applied by careful
brushstrokes, the products get closer to market
and customer requirements with every cadence of
new features added by conscious coding.

Experience in handling products
in any domain
Is your prospective collaborator experienced in
developing software products in diverse domains
for global markets? Many would unnecessarily look
for an offshore partner experienced in building
products for a particular domain. It is however
better to consider a partner who has worked in
diverse domains. The partner should be assessed
as per its expertise in software development than
in any of the several domains. The reason is that a

simple customization can metamorphosize a
software product a new one with a surprisingly
different usage. The surprise and the product can
be lost if we confine our thinking to a boxed
domain. For example, Microsoft ERP and CRM
products are used by several domains like
Marketing, Proptech, RegTech, AgriTech, FinTech,
EdTech, etc , some of them with business-specific
and domain related customizations.

Collective experience of the company’s
leaders and their commitment
Sometimes an offshore consultancy firm may be
quite successfully running for many years with
shared teams and resources, but the management
may be passive in the design and development
phases though it is mainly responsible for the
collaboration. In such cases even a long
experience doesn’t indicate a dependable
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expertise. The passion of the senior management,
especially the C-level executive layer, in innovation
and each of its members journey promises a
stronger foundation to the product owners’
implemented ideas. And a robust base increases
the products longevity and makes themmore
future-ready.
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ISV’s around the world are struggling to handle the
dual challenges of technology and business model
disruption. Their need to modernize and innovate
continuously may be too over-whelming and tiring.
For all the advantages of working with distributed
teams and people from diverse backgrounds, a smart
way to grow their businesses is by choosing to
collaborate with companies like coMakeIT that are
competent, experienced, and open-minded.
coMakeIT has a unique co-innovation model
designed to seamlessly integrate distributed
development
organizations
despite
cultural
differences.

goals. Our founders are from two very different
cultures, but united by their common business
commitment and friendship they laid the foundations
of our liberal, modern, and non-prejudiced working
environment. Here, different culture is not difficult
culture.

Founded by a core team of R&D professionals with
decades of experience in building enterprise-scale,
sophisticated software products in several domains
for global markets, coMakeIT has been helping
numerous global customers realize their innovation

To learn more about how we helped numerous
Software businesses in diverse domains achieve
better business outcomes please read our case
studies here.

[1].

Additionally, the teams are Agile, non-hierarchial, and
values fresh and new ideas however radically
different they may be. Not just our work, even our
office space – the offshore development centre at
Hyderabad – reflects our values and promotes
creativity and innovation.
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About Us
Xebia Software Development is an international IT Service organization with operational presence in EU, USA, India and Australia.
Our talented Software Craftsmen and Full Stack Developers deliver high quality software systems, tuned to our client’s business and
operational success.
Xebia specializes in cutting edge software practices; our areas of expertise include Agile Consulting & Transformation, Big Data,
DevOps, IT Architecture Consulting and Enterprise Web Technologies.

Get in touch with us
1 Baltimore Place NW, Suite G100,
Atlanta, GA - 30308

connect@xebia.com
www.comakeit.com
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